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Fee increase studied

Any yo-yo can do it!

by Scott Mace
Raising student fees is one
solution to the financial problems
plaguing the California State
University and Colleges system,
according to a report released this
month by the California Postsecondary Education Commission
CPEC
The CPEC report states if CSUC
students had to pay $100 more a year
to attend a state university, 8,800
students would drop out or go
elsewhere.
Although the $100 fee increase
used in the study is hypothetical, the
effects of such an increase illustrate
a major financial problem facing the
CSUC system.
An enrollment decline would
represent a loss of nearly 4 percent
of the 2.38,000 undergraduates in the
CSUC system.
The same $100 increase could
affect University of California
enrollment less and community
college enrollment more, the CPEC
study stated.
U.C. undergraduate enrollment
0.26
percent,
drop
would
representing 232 students. Community college enrollment would fall
by 58,774, or just over 5 percent, the
report stated.

Tuition unlikely at SJSU
SJSU students will not have
to pay a tuition to offset the
"serious financial problems" the
university faces, according to
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns.
Imposition of tuition for the
California State University and
In the 1978-79 academic year,
U.C. students paid $724 in combined
fees. CSUC students paid $205, and
community college students paid
nothing.
The study states that California
has tr4ditionally funded colleges
more generously than other states.
A survey of 18 out-of-state colleges
yielded an average yearly cost of
$740 to attend colleges similar to
SJSU.
Last week, SJSU President Gail
Fullerton said that collective
bargaining for CSUC employees, if
adopted, could be "the last straw"
for the non-tuition systom.
If the CSUC system raised
student charges to $583 a year,
enrollment could drop by 38,800,
which equals the total un-

Colleges system must be approved by the State Legislature
but Burns believes that such a
solution would get such fierce
opposition from students, faculty
and legislators that it would
never be approved.

dergraduate enrollments at the
CSUC campuses in San Diego and
Sacramento, the report said.
This rise in fees would be based
on charging each student 20 percent
of the total cost of his instruction.
A third option, that of raising the
charges to the $740 average level of
out-of-state colleges, would cause an
enrollment drop of 46,061, or a loss of
nearly one-fifth of the students in the
CSUC system.
The report takes into account
student income, available and
potential financial aid and number
of units taken.
The figures were based on
economic models done previously in
other states, but were adjusted to
compensate for California’s special
educational priorities.

Care facility loses legal permit
by Stephen Cohodas

Freshman Murray Hargain walks the dog in
yesterday’s yo-yo contest at the Student Union
amphitheatre. Photographer Tom Duncan, no

relation to the famous yo-yo founder, took his
worm’s eye view.

State officials have revoked the
operating license of a board-and care facility near SJSU, leaving its
status as an approved mental health
institution undetermined.
Tom Hersant, district manager
for the California Department of
Social Services, said Milo Arms

failed to pass an inspection Monday
by investigators. Milo Arms is
remaining open al
_ling house,
but not as a care facility.
Consequently, he said, its legal
permit to operate as housing for the
mentally handicapped will be
temporarily suspended.
area
was
"The kitchen

inadequately improved," he said.
"The residents’ rooms were filthy."
According to Department of
Social Services records, Milo Arms
has been the scene of repeated
abuses and violations of state law.
Findings by state social services
inspectors over the past 10 months
continued on back page

Student aid bill introduced
by Laura Wesker
A bill before Congress would
government’
current
reform
financed loans to make it easier for
students to attend college in the ’80s.
Rep. William D. Ford, D-Mich.,
introduced the Education Amendments of 1980 last month which
would raise the amounts of grants
and loans students could receive to
keep up with the rising cost of living.
If the bill is passed, parents of
students attending colleges and

Correction
The Daily reported Tuesday
that Prof. Carlene Young,
chairwoman of the AfroAmerican Studies Department, is
the only full-time professor in the
department. A spokesperson for
Young said there are three and
one-half full-time positions and
two full-time temporary positions
in the department.

universities for the first time could
borrow money specifically to
finance their children’s education
through low-interest loans.
Ford introduced the bill after
students, university administrators,
governmental officials and
legislators submitted proposals for
financial aid improvements for the
’80s.
For instance, Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., and Henry
Bellmon, R-Okla., proposed a basic
loan program which would have
produced an entirely new loan
system.
The Education Amendments, if
approved, will go into effect in the
1981 fiscal year.
According to Financial Aid
Counselor Peter Bagarozzo, the bill
"looks very promising."
Bagarozzo said the bill may not
get full attention because 1980 is an
election year.
"With all the primaries going on
the concentration won’t be there,"
Bagarozzo said.

"It may not pass early, but later

on.
Bagarozzo said some red tape
would be cut in the ’80s so students
won’t get discouraged when applying for loans or grants.
"There is a concrete attempt
right now to implement a simplified
financial aid application which could
be used nationally," he said.
Declining enrollment in
universities nationally is another
concern the government and
financial aid departments plan to
deal with.
"Theoretically, if students can’t
afford to go to school then
enrollment is going to decline,"
Bagarozzo said.
Bagarozzo is hopeful that
legislative changes to financial aid
programs in the ’805 will allow
students to receive their education
more easily.
"The government is really
looking for the federal student aid
programs to suit the needs of the
students and families," he said.

photo by pm Van Dyke

A resident of Milo Arms board and care home stands beside the dormitory -like room where he lives.

S.U. critics abound

phf,to by Melame Parker

The unusual architecture of the Student Union has drawn both praise and criticism from students.

Second of a three-part series
by Erin A. Hallissy
Before the Student Union was completed, Ron
Barrett, S.U. director, described it as a "student country
club," designed to be both a beauty to look at and comfortable to be in.
But later critics have been more scathing in their
opinions of the Union, comparing it to everything from a
military fortress too parking garage.
A SJSU professor said after it opened that it looked
like a "Stalingrad bunkc.r" and a student complained of
the weighty architecture and lack of space, saying sitting
in the Union was like sitting under a bridge.
Probably the most controversial part of the Student
Union is the design of the carpeting bright red and gold
stripes.
Over the years, students have objected to the carpeting, saying it causes vertigo and that if anyone had
trouble seeing before they were confronted with those loud
stripes, they would be blind afterwards.
Other students and professors have claie,ed the
carpeting makes going down the stairs a risky undertaking as one striped stair blends into another.
The carpeting even became an issue in last
semester’s A.S. election when the candidates of the
Bacardi and Coke Party promised that if they were
elected they would change the carpeting in the Student

81113ENT UHROIR
10 years later
Union so the stripes would go the other way.
Barrett tkfended the choice of the carpeting, saying
the interior designer, Blair Bowen of San Francisco, had
good reason for the choice he made.
With the dark wood, grey concrete and red brick used
in the building, Bowen wanted to install a carpet that
would "really jump out at you," Barrett said.
The impact of the building would be far less if a
neutral carpet was chosen for the building, Barrett
continued.
Also, by using warm colors such as red and gold in the
carpeting, the building would seem more comfortable and
homey, he added.
The architect for the building was E.J. Rump
Associates, selected in part because they had built student
unions at other colleges in the area . sio:h as Foothill, De
Anza and Cabrillo.
-continued on page 9
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Editorial

Priority registration
for athletes unfair
ence to be held in Asilomar on "Recruitment
and Retention" of students.
Haight said he believes athletes provide a
"unique service" to the university, that this is
a "reasonable way to discriminate " He believes there must either be reasonable priority
or no priority at all.
We would opt for the latter and wonder
how one discriminates "reasonably."
To single out athletes in such a blatantly
discriminatory manner is unfair to every
other student on campus.
The mere suggestion of adding the marching band members to the list of the registration elite opens up a whole new realm of possiEOP students are granted priority under bilities.
Title V of the Education Code, since this is a
If athletic trainers were to be included
federally-funded program.
with athletes, then perhaps the students who
But priority for athletes is a different mat- tune the instruments for the band should also
ter.
be included. Another possibility is the bat boys
During a recent debate in the Academic for the baseball team. These devoted kids deSenate on the issue of priority registration, the serve some kind of future compensation for
reasons given for special treatment for ath- their efforts perhaps priority registration in
letes were that athletes provide the campus 1990 is the answer. The possibilities for memwith major ties to the community and grant- bership in this favored club are endless.
ing priority registration is a "reward" for the
service those students are giving to the
It is time the policy makers took a realiscampus.
tic look It the campus and its students. Every
During the meeting, the Instruction and student attending SJSU provides ties with the
Research Committee, chaired by Prof. Roger community just by his or her presence.
Haight, proposed to update this policy to add
As primarily a commuter campus, a nummarching band members and athletic trainers ber of our students are working full-time jobs
to the list of priorities.
or have children to take care of. They also
This proposal also included a clause which could greatly benefit from a priority registrastated that students who are entitled to prior- tion system, since their time available for
ity registration and fail to take advantage of it classes is severely limited.
The only reasonable, non-discriminatory
may not receive priority walk-through regisalternative to the current system of favoritration.
The proposal was defeated by the senate, tism, is to sharply curtail it, leaving only those
but it is scheduled to be discussed at a confer- with access problems to receive priority.
Preferential treatment for athletes is a
widespread practice on college campuses, and
SJSU is no exception.
Under current policy, athletes, Equal Opportunity Program students, non-paid registration workers and disabled students
receive priority registration. That is, these
select groups of students are allowed to register before any other students on campus.
Priority for disabled students is understandable, the reasoning obvious. Non-paid
registration workers are students who perform this task for the express purpose of receiving priority registration this is their
compensation for work performed.

Message to smokers: Keep your
polluted air out of our hair
by Ron Lazzarotti
Staff Writer

has

Warning: The surgeon general
determined that cigarette

We haven’t learned our lesson

Gasoholics of America incurable?
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
staff Writer

You might wake up one morning
and realize you can’t get to school
without getting gas first.
Minor inconvenience.
Except that it’s an even day ant
your car license plates are odd.
Therefore, test or not, you just might
not get any gas.
But what’s
Silly, isn’t it?
even sillier is that we are irritated
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by a problem we have caused.
Where did we ever get the idea
we have a God-given right to drive
anywhere and anytime we pleased?
Sure, when Henry Ford’s brand
new model A’s were tooling around
the dirt roads in the countryside,
there was no real problem.
But when you see gas-eating
tanks racing down freeways at 70
miles per hour with hordes of
companions, you realize we’re not
going to stop driving for anything.
The word is that we’ve cut down
our gas consumption in the country
by 20 percent, according to County
Supervisor Rod Diridon.
Sounds good.
But would we have done it if we
hadn’t been inconvenienced to the
point where we lost our urge to drive
a little

Think about it
what’s your
first impulse when you hear oddeven might be scrapped.?
It probably brings to mind how
much easier it will be to run around
on the weekends.
Ski trips, jaunts to Reno, or
camping adventures in Yosemite
look more possible. Why, if they
scrap this thing soon enough, you
might be able to go before the cold
weather comes.
Well, what’s the hold-up? IAA’s
scrap it now, you say.
But just a minute.
Aren’t we getting right back to
our old habits, except that we’re
paying a higher price for them?
Has no lesson been learned from
the panic of 1973 and last May’s gas
lines?
For people in the most advanced
societies in the world, we seem to
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have the shortest memories.
As one supervisor pointed out,
people will drive just as much as
soon as those green flags, signs of an
energy emergency, go down.
And while opinions differ widely
about future fuel supplies, that’s not
really the question.
If our gas availability increases,
will we really have learned our
much-needed lesson?
Do we really want to further
blacken our skies? Do we really
want to further deplete our natural
resources?
We’re really just gasoholics.
There just isn’t a Gasoholics
Anonymous because gasoholism is a
widely accepted disease.
Gasoholics have the same
problem all people with addictions
have they just don’t know their
limit.

smoking is dangerous to your health.
With a warning like this, I just
cannot understand why people
continue to smoke.
I know it is true that almost
anything you eat or drink today is
somehow linked to cancer, but so far
many of the products have only
caused the disease in laboratory
animals.
Smoking, on the other hand, is
known to cause irregular heart
beats, constriction of arteries which
lead to heart disease, lung disease
and emphysema.
The air we breathe is dirty

If smokers want to ruin their
hearts and lungs, fine, but they
should have a little respect for those
who don’t.
It would seem common courtesy
not to smoke in an enclosed area, but
most smokers do not consider the
consequences of others. They are
only concerned with their own
nicotine craving.
Another thing has always
bothered me about smoking. When
walking into the home or climbing
into the car of someone who has this
bad habit, the smell of stale smoke is

’We have to put up with consequences
of smoking -- and we shouldn’t’
enough without inhaling tar and
nicotine.
It just does not make sense that
in a time of physical fitness, when it
seems everyone is either jogging or
playing tennis, that people would
want to do something unhealthy.
It also does not seem fair for all
those poor souls who do not smoke.
We have to put up with the
consequences of smoking and we
shouldn’t.
Have you ever been dining at a
restaurant, enjoying your meal,
when someone lights a cigarette and
blows the smoke your way? It’s a
great way to ruin a meal.
Smoking in a confined area Can
be very irritating for those who do
not smoke.

overwhelming.
Several times I have also
noticed that after coming home from
a party where several people were
smoking, I had that disgusting smell
in my clothes.
It seems to me smoking shows a
weakness in character. How can
anyone let themselves become so
dependent on a little stick of
tobacco?
Basically, it bothers me that
people smoke when they know it
may offend other people in the area.
I think my feelings are best
summed up by a short excerpt from
Steve Martin’s first album.
"Hey Steve, do you mind if I
smoke?"
"No, do you mind if I fart?"

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and , telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style, invasion of privacy and libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments, columns and editorials will discuss local, state, national
and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or

organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.
Press Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received,the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to make judgments concerning
news value of any given release.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.
Announcements of meeting times,
displays and other minor releases
should be submitted at the Daily
office in the Spartaguide box located
against the west wall of the office.
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Street minister is
friend in need for
both sides of law
by Jan Ftauery-Taylor
For this turtle, its life
in the fast land.
While few people get
along with prostitutes,
attorneys, Chicano youths
and black and white
policemen all at the same
time --"Super
Turtle"
seems to do it.
He calls himself "a
friend in the street." But
"Super Turtle" is also a
friend to the public
defender’s
office,
to
arresting officers and to
various others in the
criminal justice system.
This unusual character
is the Rev. Henry Rountree, a "street minister"
who believes the answer to
the downtown problems
lies in neither preaching
nor billyclubs.
says a more
humanistic
anistic approach e
needed in dealing with law
offenders.
Toward
that goal,
has
as the last three
ee
yearsspent
county-paid
.build
to
worker, tryinga
trust bet
between the
defenders and their clients,
many of whom are,
minorities.
He said he’s had a 95
percent success rate in
improving relations between white attorneys and
minority clients.
He has also spent the
last ten years as a "street
counselor," getting to know
people in the street by
being a friend to them.
At first, when he was
on the streets at night, "I
would be stopped, handcuffed, and thrown to the
ground," he said.
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They
d
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groups of
instead in
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The prostitutes are
only out there "as a
matter of survival. Those
folks wouldn’t be out there
if some rich white person
didn’t want to buy a body,"
he said.
Although most people
don’t know it, there are
more male prostitutes than
female, he said.
Prostitutes seen on the
street are not necessarily
females -- some are
transsexuals, according to
Rountree.

"It’s
It’s
doing m ore harm
ha
good.You
than
win them
over by caring "
Enforcement should be
police "who0 are
supposedly
I n ed , "
Rountree said,
Regardless of arrests,
prostitution will continue
"as long as people have
sexual needs and the
money to pay for it.

the
Sometimes
hooker’s sex is not an issue,
since some customers just
want oral sex, Rountree
said.
But what if the male
customer expected sexual
intercourse? "Sometimes
they get pretty angry,"
Rountree said, not caring
to elaborate.
Rountree said there is
a kind of "camaraderie"
generally, between police
and prostitutes.

His approach in
dealing with the prostitutes
is not to preach. "That’s
not my style," he said.
He is on the street,
"just as a friend" who

A more humanistic
approach is needed

Tom
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backwards, but everything
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But when he dons the
collar, Rountree is a
counselor both to those who
break the law and to those
who enforce it.
Many of the police
officers, however, are
"part of the problem
because of their attitude,"
Rountree said.
People tend to believe
police should go out with
clubs whenever there’s a
disturbance,
Rountree
said.
The campus hooker
patrol, a group of residents
who follow prostitutes to
inhibit their work, are
stopping people who aren’t
prostitutes, he said.
"The confrontations
become racial in natureblack prostitutes are more
visible," he said
Sometimes the people
on the patrol gouge the
prostitutes in the side.
"That’s assault," he said.

"I don’t support
prostitution, but I realize it
won’t go away," Rountree
said.
If approached in the
right way, prostitutes could
be convinced to alter their
way of doing business so
people weren’t so offended,
Rountree said.
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As for the black and
Mexican -American minorities in town, "We can
police ourselves-minority
working with minority,"
Rountree said.
myth that we in
the minority are soft on
crime. A,
We are killed more
- owna people.
by our
to mobilize
our f’oiNrcee’
esned
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Athletes’ mortality exposed by knee injuries
Kulusich and Bacci ’s damaging experiences
by Dave Kellogg
Unlike Kulusich, Bacci has been through this before,
The knee injury is one of the most feared in all of but his reactions were much the same.
a
"When I went down I was hoping it was just a sprain,"
sports. It can cut short a season, end a career or make
cripple out of an athlete, and as a reSult send him into a Bacci said. "Once the doctor started working with it
though,! thought ’here we go again."
state of mental turmoil.
Being through it before didn’t ease the shock or turBacci
Art
and
Kulusich
John
players
football
As SJSU
moil for Bacci.
were carried off the field at Berkeley two weeks ago. they
"It’s something you don’t think about," Bacci said.
were suddenly faced with all of these prospects.
The knee injury is something you have to keep out of your
mind.
such
a
faced
had
time
he
first
the
not
it
was
For Bacci
moment. The junior lineman has had two previous knee
"Once it happens again it still takes awhile for it to set
operations. On the other hand, for Kulusich, this was his in.,.
first knee surgery.
Once the shock goes away, disillusionment and doubt
For both, the consequences were the same. It was a are still there, no matter what the number of operations.
time that forced them to re-evaluate their careers and
perhaps learn to live without the sport.
"Disappointment is the biggest thing," Bacci said.
Former New York Knick star Bill Bradley probably "After going through two-a-day practices and all that, it’s
summed up that feeling of mortality best.
really a letdown to only be able to play in two games."

photo by Ernest Redding
Art Bucci is assisted off the field at Berkeley by reserve linemen Dan Severance and Bill James. Bacci
suffered a knee injury which will keep him out of action the rest of this year.

"Behind all the years of practice and all the hours of
Much like Kulusich, Bacci found the best way to deal
glory waits that inexorable terror of living without the with this disappointment was through acceptance and a
game," Bradley said.
re-channeling of energies.
For Kulusich, facing that "inexorable terror" was
something he was not ready for.
"It’s out of your hands; you just have to relax," Bacci
said. "You can’t say ’I won’t be any good anymore.’ You
The next task was to accept life without the game, at have to keep wanting it.
least for this season.
"I’m just looking eight weeks ahead right now. That’s
"Initially I was really down," linebacker Kulusich
the time I get out of my cast and get started back to where
said. "I wondered what I did to deserve this.
I was before."
"I felt like I was out of place, kind of removed from
Driving both men seems to be an undaunted love for
the team. A part of me was still out there though."
To deal with that role of being a "non-functional" part the game. This drive keeps them coming back, despite the
of the team, Kulusich had to re-channel his energies, brutal beating they constantly expose themselves to.
mostly into recovery and academics.
"Like they say ’an absence makes the heart grow
"I went through kind of an identity crisis," Kulusich fonder," Bacci said.
said. "I was no longer a football player first, but just
another student. It was time to turn to the books.
"For all the attention I’m getting now, in fact for just
about anything I have, I would trade it just to be back
and
my
I
owe
the
coaches,
other
players
feel
"I
playing," Kulusich said.
friends the future. Instead of preparing for an opponent, I
have to direct myself toward recovery."
Perhaps Kulusich best analyzed the knee injury when
A hint of frustration still remains for Kulusich though.
As he sat in the weight room watching his teammates he said, "no matter how many times you look at it in
shuffle out to practice, he said, "this is the only place I’m others, how much you read about it, you don’t know what
it’s like until it happens to you."
of any use to them right now."

Fencers begin season tournament
women in quest of 6th national title
by Ron Lazzarotti
unan
After
precedented five consecutive national championships, what can you do
for an encore?
That’s what coach
Michael D’Asaro and the
SJSU women’s fencing
team have to figure out as
they open their season
tomorrow at 5 p.m. at San
Francisco State.
The men’s fencing
team, which also opens the
season at San Francisco
State tomorrow, is coming
off a fine year, having
finished fourth out of 55
teams in last year’s NCCA
fencing championships.
Although D’Asaro lost
fencers
to
some
graduation, the returning
team members and
transfers look strong.
Leading the women
will be Joy Ellingson, the
defending
national
champion, and currently
the third-ranked junior
fencer in the country.
Backing her up will be
Diane Knoblach, a
returnee from last year’s
team.
Newcomers
Susan
Huseman from Houston
and Laurie Clark from
Willow Glen round out the
top four.
"I don’t expect any
competition for my women
from the West Coast,"
D’Asaro said.
"Huseman is the
hardest working girl I’ve
ever had," he said. "She’ll

PEACE
CORPS
is still here

For information
contact
Wendy Russum
Industrial Studies
Room 207
Toes & Thurs
Y.30 4:00
277-3446
VISTA
information
available
?Oa

do well, and Clark should
make a strong contribution."
This team does not
have the powerhouses
others have had, but it has
more depth and is stronger
at the third and fourth
positions, according to
D’Asaro.
The men appear to be
strong in the foil and sabre,
but show a definite
weakness in the epee.
leading the foil team is
Mark Derena, in his third
year.
The No. 2 man is Doug
Nichols. a transfer from
Cabrillo Junior College.
"I’m expecting big
things from him," D’Asaro
said.
The final foilist is Phil
Renard, a freshman from
Berkeley.
On the sabre team, the
No. 1 and 2 fencers are
Richie Martinez and Don
Andrews, both returnees.
Brian Reed, another
newcomer from Houston,
was the junior national
sabre champion last year.
The epee team is where
D’Asaro runs into a little
trouble.
Peter Schifrin, last
year’s top epee fencer is
red-shirting this year to
prepare for the upcoming
Olympic trials, and last
year’s No. 2 and 3 men are
gone.
"The epee team is
green," D’Asaro said. "I’m
not sure who will start."
The top contenders for

the epee team are Grant
Smith, Robert Harrel, Pat
Gibson, and Ian Sandiland.
The fencing team
competes in the Northern
California Conference, and
the Western Intercollegiate
Conference, and appears to

engineers

have little
competition
except in the epee, D’Asaro
said.
Although San Francisco State is fairly strong,
D’Asaro said the Gators
should have their hands full
with the Spartans.

Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, serving nearly
9 million customers in
Central and Northern
California is looking for:
CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING
CE’s, EE’s and ME’s
who wish to become on site field engineers for our
General Contruction Department. Work emphasis
is on administration and
supervision of a great
variety of energy construction projects. PGandE
recruiters will be interviewing graduating seniors on

NEWS A SALE
"FORE" YOU
IN THE
CLARIFIED ADS

Take Some Shots at Some Slots
Your Associated Students Personnel Officer is looking for some students
to accept some responsibility. Apply now for One of these interesting positions:
A.S. Program Board
has one Drama Chair; one Forums Chair; one Classical Arts Chair.
Deadline October 5, 1979 at 2 p.m.
Student Union Board of Governors - meets every other Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.
has one vacancy (two year, at large)
Deadline October 5, 1979 at 2 p.m.

October 12, 1979

Personnel Selection Committee hours flexible
has three at large vacancies
Deadline: October 5, 1979 at 2 p.m.

P GriusE

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
245 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

Academic Fairness Committee- meets every other Wednesday at 3 p.m.
has one at large vacancy for a student senator
Deadline: October 5, 1979 at 2 p.m.
For more information on any of these positions and the latest word on A.S.
openings, call Kevin Johnson at 277.3201 or stop by the A.S. Off ice located on the
third level of the Student Union. For general information about AS., call 277.3433,
ask for tape G-3.

The Associated Students

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

of San Jose State University
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Country and city blend

Blue Steel kills myth
by Roger Myers
For too long there has
existed among those in the
rock-and-roll scene and on
its periphery the belief that
Southern-style rock and the
Los Angeles music scene
were incompatible.
That myth has been
disproved.
With the release of
their first album, "No
More Lonely Nights," Blue
Steel-Leonard Arnold and
Richard Bowden on lead
guitars, Howard Burke on
rhythm guitar, Marc
Durham handling vocals
and bass, and Michael

drums --has
Huey
on
combined the best of two
schools of rock.
The album has added
the rollicking "good -oldboys" Outlaws image to the
sound
commercial
developed over the past
in
Southern
decade
California. The sum is a
new California rock sound
long overdue.
There are very few
overdubs on the album,
produced by Noah Shark.
The result is an I,P that is
almost as alive as the
band’s performances.
Of the five members,

all save Huey wrote songs
for the first album.
Bowden has written
three tunes --"Bulldog,"
-Baby, You Can’t Dance,"
and ’ ’ I Should Be
Sleeping" -that are subtly
Eagle-esque, especially
reminiscent of "Good Day
In Hell" and "On the
Border." His early work
with Don Henley and Glenn
Frey no doubt influenced
his style.
Durham’s work is the
most diverse. The title
track, which has been
released as a single, is a
brisk tune with more bite

’Rust’ lacks luster
photo by Juan Wynn

Blue Steel, a five -man band out of the Southwest, via L.A., rocked the Keystone recently. The band is,
from left to right: Richard Bowden, lead guitar; Howard Burke, rhythm guitar; drummer Michael Huey;
bassist and vocalist Marc Durham; and Leonard Arnold, lead guitar. Their debut album, "No More
Lonely Nights," is available on Infinity Records.

Rock ’n’ Roll option offered
by Patty Selbach
Rock and roll is here to stay, but Beethoven won’t be
rolling over anymore thanks to an innovative series of
classical concerts called "Our Inaugural Season."
The series, sponsored by the A.S. Program Board and
the SJSU Music Department, is the first student-faculty
classical arts production at SJSU. The concerts will
feature guest artists and faculty talent throughout the
1979-80 school year.
The series’ first guest attraction is the Gus Giordano
Dance Company. The jazz group will appear Oct. 20 at
8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The company is described as an "intricate ensemble
effort" comprised of "riveting young dancers."
A season packet for 13 concerts is offered for $40,
about $3 per show. Individual tickets for guest artists
range from $5 to $8, while the faculty artist series will cost
$1.25 for students and seniors and $2.50 for the general
public.
In the past, selling individual classical programs has
not been successful, according to Ted Gerkhe, AS.

calendar
Saturday
6 am. -Jazz Rock and
Soul (continuous )
9 am. -Lyric Opera of
Chicago 3 hours)
7:15 p.m. --Football:
SJSU vs Fullerton

sjs

Sunday
6 a.m.-Bread of Life
9 am. -Classical Music
Noon -Jazz, Rock and
Soul continuous

Today
6 a .M. -Contemporary
Monday
Music continuous)
6 a.m.-Contemporary
4 p.m.-KSJS News
4:30 p.m. -High School Music
4 p.m.-KSJS News
Week in Review ( repeated )
4:30 p.m. -Contempo5 p.m.-KSJS Sports
rary Women
Journal
5 p.m. -BBC Science
5:30 p.m. -"They Shoot
Magazine
Students Don’t They"
p.m. --Student
5:30
6 p.m.-KSJS News
Union Forum
6 p.m.-KSJS News
Tomorrow
6 am. -Contemporary
Music ( continuous)
Tuesday
4 p.m.-KSJS News
4:30 p.m. -Contempo6 am. -Contemporary
rary Women
Music
5 p.m.-KSJS Sports
4 p.m.-KSJS News
Journal I repeated I
4:30 p.m. -"They Shoot
5:30 p.m. -La Verdad
Students Don’t They?"
6 p.m.-KSJS News
5 n.m-Li Verdad
6:30 p.m.--Enfoque
6 p.m.-KSJS News
Nacional
7 p.m. -San Jose City
7 p.m. -La Cosa Nueva Council

Program Board adviser.
"I’ve been frustrated trying to sell fine arts on
campus," Gerkhe said. "It just doesn’t work unless you
charge a dollar."
Research showing that season tickets sell better than
single event tickets spurred the series concept, according
to Gerkhe.
Gerkhe added that past program board members
wanted to eliminate classical productions and feature
only major rock and roll artists.
"I just don’t think that’s right," Gerkhe said.
The adviser said he feels an obligation to provide a
well-rounded cultural program for students.
The Music Department has also had problems
generating interest in classical concerts.
"I can remember when we used to fill the concert hall
twice," Prof. Patrick Meierotto.
Pianist Meierotto will play in a chamber music
quartet on Oct. 28 at 3:30 in the Music Department Concert Hall.
The concert, part of the faculty artist segment, will
feature Braluns, Mozart and Beethoven.
All of the faculty concerts will be held on Sunday
afternoons, a time slot that Meierotto feels will boost
attendance.
People are more reluctant to come to campus at
night, he said.
Future guest artists will include pianist Peter Serkin
and the quintet Tashi.
Brochures and information about "Our Inaugural
Season" are available in the program board office on the
upper level of the Student Union and the Music Department office.

Acrobats tumble
Magic and acrobatic
shows have been presented
for years by the Chinese in
village or county fairs.
Tomorrow
and
Saturday at 8 p.m. the Flint
Center at De Anza College
will resemble a little bit of
Chinese countryside as tile
Chinese Acrobats and
Magicians of Taiwan will

by Dave Abston
"Just think of me as
one you never figured,"
sings Neil Young in "Rust
Never Sleeps," the title of
both an album released
over the summer and a
film just out and playing
the Bay Area.
Young has always been
7TMCITEr LI LIMelusive and enigmatic, the
loner on the razor’s edge
between raw emotion and
self-pity, and figuring him
has become one of rock’s
favorite pastimes.
Unfortunately, "Rust"
provides few answers and
fewer clues. Musically,
Young substantiates the
promises made by his
admission/warning with
force and precision.
Cinematically, "Rust"
is dull and plodding, interesting more for the
footage not included than
for the footage that is.
A four night, one-man
stand at San Francisco’s
Boarding House, a session
with Young singing "Out of
the Blue and Into the
Black" backed by Devo, a
full-scale tour with Young’s
favorite band, Crazy Horse
were all filmed for a
psuedo-documentary along
the lines of Bob Dylan’s
"Renaldo and Clara."
Young planned to call the
film "Human Highway."
None of it appears in
"Rust Never Sleeps,"
which has now become a
literal recording of
Young’s appearance last
fall at San Francisco’s
barn-like Cow Palace.
With his equipment
crew garbed in robes and
hoods like the ja was
from"Star Wars" and set
constructed especially for

world
their
perform
renowned show.
Feats performed include nail driving with the
back of one’s hand, sword
swallowing ( four ) and a
juggler who uses his mouth
instead of his hands.
Tickets are $7.85 and
$9. For ticket information
call 996-4816.

Two Italian
Classics

t

your i.ollege placement office for details
Then talk to our campus representative

XEROX.

Xerox ts an affirmative action employer imale female)

soaring
"Like
a
Hurricane" and the
crushing show closing
version of "Out of the
Blue" the sequence is
weighed down by the visual
blandness of Young’s
backing band Crazy Horse.
The group looks
vaguely uncomfortable and
definitely out of place in
darkly
Young’s
psychological
fantasy
world of little boys, giant
microphones and scurrying
hooded creatures whose
faces are hidden in shadow.
Without his personal
magnetism to back it up,
Young’s reality begins to
look strained and silly.
"There’s more to the
picture than meets the
eye," Young sings in "Out
of the Blue," and it’s a line
that would make a good
epitaph for this film.

It is the musical impact of the album,
potentially the most influential debut 1,P since
Steely Dan’s 1972 classic,
"Can’t Buy A Thrill," that
is important.
The potential of this
album for re-arranging
I..A.’s stagnant way of
musical thinking is great.
It may well be the trendsetter rock needs as it
enters the ’80s.

COPIES

3 11/2 c

KINKO’S
1, ird St.
’1,4
Also at:
481 E. San Carlos St.
295-5511
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IMPORTED CAR PARTS
Intersection of
S. 1st and S. Market
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Students stop by and
pick up 15% discount card
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El ECONOMY

AMARCORD

Plenty of Free Customer Parking

A. S. PROGRAM BOARD
presents

AN EVENING WITH JOHN DEAN
A BARGAIN HUNTER’S
PARADISE!

STRAIGHT unn’s
LEG
DENIMS

Wouldn’t you
rather work for an
original?
heduies.

the show, Young plays a
boy who "dreams of rock
and roll," as the press
releases put at the time.
Young’s performance
is erratic - sometimes
stunning,
sometimes
barely competent. He
forgets the words to
"Thrasher," and turns
around to produce a
chilling rendition of "After
the Goldrush."
Following a short
acoustic set that runs the
gamut of Young’s solo
career
from
"Sugar
Mountain" to "Out of the
Blue," Young’s little boy
goes to sleep to dream his
rock and roll dream, and
things quickly go from
interesting to tedious.
Although the rock
segment includes some of
Young’s best musical work
of the film, including a

,u1h 11,0 SIrrul

XEROX
and

"I don’t wanna lay
my guitar down
She’s the truest
friend I ever found
I just wanna play
Play my time away"

24 hr

A
7325. ITT

CAA2k&

than the normal fair
coining out of I.A.
"Twist One Up" is at
once the most accessible
song on the album to the
new rock generation and a
protest song of sorts:
"Then there’s them
in the government...
Well now, you can’t
tell me
That after a drink or
or four or
three
five)
ain’t
That they
getting high
Why can’t I -Burke, who looks and
sounds like Gary Busey,
contributed, with Durham,
"Take Me," a song of a
woman’s sexual fantasizing versus societalimparted fear.
It is Arnold, though,
who shows the most
maturity as a songwriter.
His lyrics are clever, the
chord progressions interesting. "Honey Dew,"
for example, is a play off
"honey, do me." "Willie
And Waylon" is both a
back -handed tribute to the
country -music outlaws and
a plea for Texas to
recognize rock.
Arnold’s
"Guitar
Song" is the theme of the
group:

LEVI SHIRTS

OCTOBER 9, 8 P.M.
ADMISSION: STUDENTS S3.00 - GENERAL S4.00

SUIT COATS
19

499

1099

"He was the President’s own prized
whiz kid..."
-Newsweek

Levi’s

KENNINGTON

BAY MEADOWS
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GALS SLACKS
599

SLACKS
199
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WeyvE 5z DISC
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Tickets Available at S.J. Box Office 8, BASS Ticket Agency

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

5th and Santa Clara Sts.

One block from campus
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Southside,

no Johnny-cerne- lately

photo by

by Roger Myers
Onstage, he is a
paroxysm, a six-foot
package of frenetic
movement. His voice is
husky, even gravelly,
without grating. Adorned
in black shirt and slacks
and natty white tie, long
brown hair streaked with
sweat, he is ever roving the
stage and exhorting the
crowd.
And the crowd is with
him. "Good people, up
from the beginning," he
would say later. Behind,
his band sways and rocks
confident, even cocky, ir
in
their
themselves,
vocalist and leader, and,

most important, in their
music.
Offstage, he is relaxed
and composed. He speaks
with an accent befittng a
man from Asbury Park,
N.J., tempered by years of
travel.
He is Johnny Lyon,
founder of, vocalist for, and
driving power behind
Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes.
The band’s fourth
album. "The Juices,"
which the ve b^^n tourine
to promote since its release
seven weeks ago, is their
most personal album, and
probably their best.
"It’s definitely much

DIalld

Valfano

more of a rock-and-roll
said
Lyon
album,"
backstage after his show at
Memorial Auditorium at
Stanford Friday night.
"I consciously tried to
get ay from the heavy
rhythm and blues thing,
just so we didn’t get pigeonholed as being strictly a
rhythm-and-blues band.
"I thought, ’this is the
time: a new producer,
we’re writing the songs
ourselves; I want this
sound. I want more guitaroriented sound on this
album."’
For the first time in
four outings, the album
consists of all original

material, written by Lyon
and charter-member Jukes
Billy Rush, lead and
rhythm guitar, and Allan
Berger, bassist.
Barry Beckett, of
Muscle Shoals rhythm
section fame, produced the
album. It is kick-out-thejams rock, played to the
hilt, then taken a step
forward by the five-man
horn section.
Yet, as Lyon explained, "It’s not the usual
simplistic guitar-oriented
rock all pervasive these
days, which is not easy to
sell, but easier to get
across.
"If you go onstage
looking and sounding like
Led Zepplin, they will
accept you as being
someone like Zepplin. They
have that as a reference
point. A lot of people do not
have R and B as reference
points," he said.
"Our main job is to
establish a rapport with the
audience that doesn’t know
us and to show them they
can enjoy the music
without having those

reference pointsif they
just open up to it," Lyon
said.
The audience obviously
enjoyed the show. They
stood and cheered
throughout the two-hour
set, including two encores.
"Living In The Real
World," a Rush composition on the new album,
is as intense a song as
exists in the genre. Another
Rush song, "Security,"
featured its writer on
vocals, and a dynamic duel
between Rush and 21 -yearold rhythm guitarist Joel
Gramolini as a lead into the
tune.
"I’m So Anxious," led
into "It’s Alright," then

Throughout, the fiveman horn section is omRick
nipresent. Each
Gazda, trumpet; Richard
B. Rosenberg, trombone;
Bob Muckin, trumpet and
flugel horn; Er’ Manion,
bariton saxophone; and
Stan Harrison, tenor sax
are featured more than
once on searing solos.
Between the two
encores, the crowd chanted
"Jukes, Jukes" to the
accompaniment of a neon
sign, like that on the
album’s cover, flashing the
logo.
The final song of the
evening, "This Time It’s
For Real," title track of

Performance Profile
"I’ve Got The Fever."
It is music on the edge,
taken to the verge and
beyond. It incorporates all
the energy of the crowd and,
the exuberance of the band
into a crescendo of swirling
sound,

their second album, was as
much a statement on the
band’s arrival as a "tour de
force" on the rock scene as
it was a celebration.
At no point was
Southside’s severely injured left hand evident as

Excitment is a trademark for Southside Johnny
and Asbury Jukes. Far left, Johnny rocks into
"I’m so Anxious." Right, "Got the Fever"
spellbinds the audience at Stanford.
imparing his performance. joined when they returned
It was during the initial to Jersey, but in ’75 Van
tour to promore their third Zandt left for Springsteen’s
album, "Hearts of Stone," E -Street Band. While he
at Sacramento’s Turf Club, toured, the band played
that the Juke’s leader five nights a week in
stumbled and fell onto a Asbury, practicing the
shattered cocktail glass, show that, by encompasing
cutting into an artery, several types of music and
tendons, and nerves in his incredible energy levels,
left wrist. Along with a lot would make them a legend.
of blood, he lost all feeling
When Springsteen
in the hand. It took six finished his 1975 European
hours of micro-surgery to and American tours, Van
repair it.
Zandt returned to become
"It’s getting better," majority songwriter,
he said of the hand. "I’m manager, and producer of
still working on the nerve the debut album, "I Don’t
regeneration. I have no Want To Go Home,"
well, I have some, very complete with horn section,
littlefeeling in the hand. though one destined to
But it’s not totally change many times.
anesthetic, I have
The album stands as
movement. That’s half the one of the better first LPs
battle."
of recent rock, mature and
Within two weeks after confident, lyrically and
the accident, Southside was musically.
back on stage, but "I
"Hearts of Stone," a
almost said, ’that’s enough’ very good album, came out
when I had to tour with the in 1978. Although heralded
cast on my hand."
by the critics, it failed to do
Had Lyon called it well in the stores.
quits, it would have been
"We thought it was our
the end of more than a best album, and they (Epic
decade of hard work.
Records) didn’t promote
In the late ’605, Lyon, it," Lyon said.
Bruce
Springsteen
So, after the third
Miami Steve Van Zandt album, changes took place.
played together in Asbury Lyon and Van Zandt
decided the latter was
Park.
"When I first started spread too thin, so new
out I was mostly into management was brought
blues," in, and the band signed
Chicago-style
Southside said. It was from with a new label, Mercury
that city’s South Side blues /Phonogram.
clubs that Lyon took his
Van Zandt was to have
name.
produced "Juices," as he
After stints in bands in had the previous three. But
Richmond and El Paso, he was in the studio with
Lyon returned to Asbury, Springsteen, so a new
where he and Van Zandt in producerBeckettwas
1973 became Southside found.
Johnny and The Kid.
"The Juices’"’ will help
In ’74, Van Zandt left to Southside Johnny and the
tour with the Dovells, for Asbury Jukes take a big
whom Berger played bass. step toward the national
Meanwhile, Lyon joined recognition their hard work
the Blackberry Booze deserves. It is every bit as
Band, which he converted good, on a different level,
to Southside Johnny and as Springsteen’s "Born To
Asbury Jukes.
Run," which catapulted
Berger and Van Zandt him to fame.
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FREE
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Ladies and Men
The Right Place Could
Make All the
Difference in the World
SELECTIVE SINGE./
SOCIAL CLUB
Carol 293-4337

WITH ANY STEAK
SANDWICH PURCHASE
(WITH THIS COUPON)
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SKIT14-IIN

TPF

295 5654

Madarin &
Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner

SPECIAL
STUDENT RUSH OFFER
October let

November let

$4.00

WITH THIS AD AND VALID STUDENT I D
10 MINUTES PRIOR TO SMOWTIME
iSUILJECT TO AVAILSLESFTING)

(Closed Mondays)

131 E. JACKSON ST.
(6 blocks north of Santa Clara between 3rd & 4th1

998-9427
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TONIGHT:
POKER FACE
Fri_

Oct.

5

CORNELL HURD
Sot_ Oct. 6
GLIDE
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STORE

ASPARAGUS VALLEY CULTURAL SOCIETY
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294-3303
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PHOENIX THEATRE
430 BROADWAY, SAN FRANCISCO
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AMERICAS
NESTHARCRAFTSALL FOR SALE!

LAUGH YOUR ASS OFF
Weds.. Oct. 10
HOT CIDER
I n.

Non 1 ,11/
Sty
0
The Country Store Tavern
151W. El Camino
Sunnyvale. CA
736-0921

OCT.5,6,7
San Jose Convention Center
ENTRANCE CORNER OF MARKET II PARK

FRI: NOONlOpm SAT: 10arn lOpm SUN:10am -1pm
TICKETS. S 2.75 Adults.$1.25 Children
TICKETS AT IMF DOOR

INFO (415, 457-553
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OFF THE WALL

A senior cadet shows beginners the ropes.
One of the skills
learned in Army
ROTC is the art of
rappelling. Beginning cadets learned
what it was like to
walk off the side of a
building at the first
ROTC lab, held last
Thursday.
Rappelling involves using ropes to
climb down the side
of a building. In this
case cadets climbed
down the side of a
firetower at Bird and
Montgomery streets
in San Jose.
Senior cadets, or
those in level MS-9,
ran the lab as part of
their leadership
training.
The freshmen
and sophomores
from levels MS-1 and
MS-2 don’t have to
participate, but they
are "encouraged to
attend," said Capt.
Neils Nielsen, the
executive officer in
charge of this lab.
The fire tower
used in the rappelling exercise is
two heights, 30 feet
and 60 feet. All
beginners must go
off the 30-foot level
before attempting
the 60-foot one.
You are much
safer doing this than
driving
home,"
Nielsen said.
to the
addition
In
Army
regular
several
cadets,
civilians wanted to
come along. Beth
Bailey had never
rappelled before, but
her husband, who is
in ROTC had, and
she decided to try it.

Safety net catches cadets going down the 60 foot level.

A beginner slides past an open window

Basic knowledge of rappelling includes learning to tie the harness rope
on correctly.

Photos by Tom Duncan
Text by Tracy Corral

Junior Beth Bailey enjoys her descent
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’Here, one is often put into a situation where one must perform’

Foreign students face problems
by Christine Merck
said Sue Crust, director of the International Center.
Living and studying in a foreign country is never
Although foreign students work hard to improve their
student
faces
many
problems
made
easy. The foreign
English, some Americans will take advantage of them.
more difficult by a sometimes faulty command of his
adopted country’s language, laws and customs.
"last semester we had several students complain
that it was hard to find housing," said Professor Phil
Some foreign students complain, others do not.
Persky, foreign student adviser.
International business student Thanh-Nhan Nguyen,
23, is a Vietnamese woman who is financially luckier than
A student would see a place with a vacancy sign,
some foreign students.
inquire about space and then would be told space was not
As a Vietnamese who fled before the Communist available, that the sign just hadn’t been removed yet.
invasion, Nguyen has been granted asylum in this Persky said.
country.
"Landlords would explain there had been some
She is classified as a resident alien. This residency misunderstanding due to language difficulties," he said.
makes her eligible to collect schooling grants while some- "I would assume the signs went right back up after the
students left."
foreign students may not.
Nguyen, known as Nancy here, has only incidental
Foreign students also complain about housing
expenses to cover as grants take care of dorm and book discrimination to Muriel Andrews, International Center
costs. She is able to meet those expenses by being em- office manager. She counsels many students who have
ployed through the work-study program.
problems finding off-campus housing.
Her complaint is one often heard from foreign
-I tell a foreign studentwho has been taken advantage
students - it is difficult to read English texts.
of to grab someone who speaks fluent English and go tell
Computer science graduate Chi-Mei Kuo, 25, has a the landlord to jump in a lake," she said.
similar complaint.
One Asian man who attended SJSU last semester and
"I must study hard, because I’m not used to the
English textbooks," she said. "I don’t like to ask questions
in class because my English is not good. I think people will
laugh."

is temporarily at the Monterey Language Institute came
up from Monterey a few weeks ago to talk to Andrews
about landlord problems.
An elderly woman rented him a room with a bath for
$75 at first. A month later she moved him into a smaller
room without furniture, not even abed, and raised his rent
to 8150, Andrews said.
The landlord told the student the other room belonged
to someone else. He had not originally signed a written
agreement, because the landlord said she had a terrific
memory and didn’t need signed proof.
"The landloed said the student must have misunderstood their verbal agreement since he doesn’t speak
English well," Andrews said.
"If it’s not something like this, students get into
trouble because they sign leases which they don’t understand correctly.
"Many of them come from cultures where they’re
taught to respect the words of older persons," Andrews
said. "They’re taught not to complain because it’s
discourteous. But it sure as heck creates problems for
them in this country."

miraWkiitLitilt2r _s
NEW 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 985)

Unlike Nguyen, Taiwanese Kuo, who calls herself
Meggy, must pay for her school and living expenses.
Today Kuo pays her education with money she earned
in Taiwan last year. If she wants to earn money here later.
without a work permit from Immigration, she can only
work on campus as a student assistant through the
financial aids office.

With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!

Although Andrea Graebe, 21, grew up in Germany,
she was born in America and is eligible to work anywhere.
However, she is in pre-med at SJSU, and doesn’t have
the time for work now. She lives on money earned while
still in Germany and on parental contributions.
Even though Graebe was born here, she left this
country at age 5 and found it quite different than she
expected upon returning.

Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.

"I found myself alone at first," Graebe said. "The
German people are more reserved, less used to performance.

$149 each l$298 for the pair].

"Here one is often put into a situation where one must
perform, like making speeches in class. In Germany the
professor always talks at the front of the class and tries to
make an impression."

Although these
vissigaireimsouw.
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.

Graebe said that SJSU stresses reasoning, while
German schools encourage accuracy and memorization.
She thinks her German educational background prepared
her well for her science classes.
Some foreign students major in engineering, other
sciences and business because math is easier for them to
study than subjects which require a good command of the
English language, she said.
"They come here knowing they have a language
problem and study four times harder than Americans,"

Congressman
won’t endorse
candidate yet
by Stephen (’ohodas
Congressman Don Edwards, D-San Jose, said he
would remain uncommitted to any of the presidential
candidates vying for the Democratic party nomination
until next summer in New York City.
New York City is the site ot the 1980 Democratic
nominating convention.
Edwards said in a telephone interview yesterday he
was departing from his previous record of early support
for a favorite contender in order to focus on his work in
Congress.
"Carter’s not as strong and effective as I’d like," he
said. But the campaign should not start this early."
Edwards said he was the first Congressman to endorse Senator Eugene McCarthy in 1968 and Sen. George
McGovern in 1972.
Edwards chastised G.O.P. presidential contenders
ex-Governor Ronald Reagan and former Treasury
Secretary John Connally as "belligerent."
"I fear Connally the most," he said. "He is a reckless
man."
Chiding the recent attention given to Soviet troops in
Cuba by Republican politicians, Edwards said the shift in
political winds could lead the U.S. into war.
"We have more American combat troops in Cuba than
they have," he said. "People like Connally would lead us
into war."
Edwards also mentioned his support of the Kennedy
national health insurance plan calling the present system
"much too expensive."
"We spend 6 percent of our Gross National Product on
medical costs," he said.
Edwards praised Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Jr.’s
position on scaling-down the American lifestyle saying
people "should get by on less."
He also took a strong stand opposing nuclear energy.
"We spend an entirely disproportionate amount on
nuclear power," Edwards said.
Other energy forms like geothermal, wind and wood
need to be developed, he said.
But, Edwards was hesitant to criticize Carter on
issues relating to his handling of the women’s movement.
"He’s given me support on enactment of extension ot
the Equal Rights Amendment," he said. "He and Rosalyn
were both helpful."
Carter, he said, has appointed more women and
minorities to appellate court positions than ally past
president.
"He’s done one a pretty good job," Edwards said.
Edwards also said increased benefits for Vietnam
War-era veterans is being considered by Congress. He
said he would be seeking an amendment to the benefit bill
to aid psychological victims of the war.
"The Veterans Administration has been sticky," he
said.

These speaker systems are one of Marantz’s
newest models. (So new that most stores
don’t even have this new series in stock.) Do
not confuse these high quality Marantz
speakers with the lower priced Marantz
speakers, such as the 15M. 12M, 2M, etc.
This new model (the 985i is an incredible
speaker system.

This is
Braihmt
NEWEST ONE!!!
Ito

"S

So Powerful They Can Be Used With The Majority 01 Receive/ s On 1
Market

5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE

(Model SR2000)

At a price so low,
It will shock you, and
drive other Stereo Dealers Insane!!!
76 WATTS RMS!

This powerful AM -FM Receiver has an ample 38 RMS watts
Per Channel (times 2 ch.) into 4 ohms minimum continuous
power output from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with less than
0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion.

But now you can buy
this great Marantz
Receiver, [Brand New
in factory sealed carton],
for only

Go to Any Stereo Store in the City,
and ask if they will sell you this same
receiver, (Brand New), for less than
the Manufacturer s list price of $325.00

Muting

Dual Speaker Control
Signal

Weir

AMFM Stereo

Loudness

Gyro Touch Tuning
Volume

-

Power

Dual Power Misters

[that’s
right, only
one dollar],

Bass midr.ng. Treble T.p. m0,1,0, Balance
Selector

when you buy one pair of
the speaker systems shown above,
at the price Advertised above.
Your cost for the Speaker systems
above is S149.00 each, for a total
of $298 for the pair,
plus $1 for the Marantz Receiver.
Thus, your complete cost for the
complete 3 piece group
is only
$299

Stereo
Discount
Centers,
Inc.
1795 W. San Carlos Street San Jose
292-3904
v
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Ol.lubor4
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Some criticized S.U. face-lift
- continued from page 1
Surveys were taken before the construction to
determine what students wanted included in the Union.
The objective of the types of services offered in the Union
and the architecture was to make the student feel at
home, according to Barrett.

STUDENT UNION
1 0 years later

For example, there is only one elevator in the
building, so students must use the stairs to get from one
level to another.

a two-day festival of musical events, comedy and
theatrical productions.
A variety of problems slowed the construction, inAfter the Union was completed there were still
cluding having to replace the stairs after they weye found
revisions to change parts of it to make it more homey.
to be dangerously uneven.
The cafeteria was given a face-lift during the summer
Since it opened, the amphitheater has provided
of 1976. Its institutional appearance was replaced by
with noontime entertainment including plays,
several sections separated by panels with stained-glass students
groups and speakers such as Gov. Jerry Brown.
folk
windows, suspended plants and murals painted on the
walls.
Rock groups also entertained in the amphitheater
faculty put a halt to it in May, 1978, with complaints
until
the
However, these changes didn’t add to the appeal of
that the noise disturbed their classes and office hours.
the
who
complained
that
cafeteria for some students,
murals were ugly, the lighting was poor and it was too
Throughout the years, the Student Union has housed a
difficult to find a place to sit.
variety of services that have since disappeared because of
problems or lack of interest.
Another revision in the Student Union also came space
during the summer of 1976, when the amphitheater was
Earth Toys was located for several years in the
constructed.
Union, but its business grew so much it had to be moved
Before the amphitheater was built, the area it oc- because it outgrew its space.
cupies was known as "the pit", and was supposed to be
And students used to be able to book tours or buy
somewhere students could study or relax between classes. airline tickets from travel agencies that operated in the
But it wasn’t being used, so the idea of using the space for Union. But after 1975, that service ended as there were too
phut,
an amphitheater was approved.
many problems with the agencies not staffing the business
Both the interior and the exterior of the Student Union have attracted comment, ranging from floor to
Although it was supposed to be finished in October of properly and a lack of interest in the service.
Next: The future of the Student Union
overall architecture.
1976, it wasn’t until March of 1977 that it was dedicated in
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Rest still best cold remedy
A cold is enough to get anyone
down, but the added burden of expensive medication and doctor visits
can be minimized by remembering
there is still no cure for the common
cold.
That is not news to most, but
remembering it at the right time can
save money.
"For a common uncomplicated
cold you can treat one just as well as
a doctor," said Dr. Everett Lefforge, associate director of SJSU
Student Health Service.
"We waste a lot of money on
cold remedies," he said.
A cold is caused by one of many
types of viruses. No product on the
market can cure or even shorten the
course of a cold but store shelves are
lined with items aimed at relieving
cold symptoms.
Relief from symptoms is all you
can ask for from cold medicines on
which Americans spend some $700
million annually, according to a
three-year study by a panel of "nongovernment experts" coordinated
through the federal Food and Drug
Administration.
The FDA panel found the
-luckiest" cold victim has only a
cough or a stuffed-up nose. It considered only seven ingredients on
the market to be safe and effective
as cough suppressants and
recommended only 14 ingredients as
nasal decongestants.
The panel charged no products
on the market were safe and effective in drying up watery
secretions in the nose or eyes or in
helping bring up mucus in the
bronchial airways so it can be spit
out.
Ingredients to look for in a cough
suppressant are codeine; codeine
alkaloid, phosphate and sulfate;
dexdextromethorphan;
tromethorphan hydrobromide; and
diphenhydramine hydrochloride.
When buying a nasal
decongestant, look for ephedrine:
ephedrine hydrochloride and
sulfate; racephedrine, naphazoline,
oxymetazoline and phenylephrine
hydrochloride; phenylpropanolamme bitartrate, hydrochloride and
propylhexedrine;
maleate;
pseudoephedrine hydrochloride and
xylometazoline
and
sulfate;
hydrochloride.
As for beliefs surrounding
merits of Vitamin C. it "depends on
who you listen to" whether it will do
any good, Lefforge said.
"I kind of think there is

in single ingredient form, and added
that combination drugs are often
more expensive.
However, the FDA panel’s study
revealed that 90 percent of cold and
cough medications available come
only in combination form, so it will
take some shopping around to find
one containing a single active
ingredient.
Timed-release medication is
another area of controversy, according to the FDA panel. Many do
not allow for variations in individual
reactions to drugs or differences in
dissolving rates for ingredients, it
charged.
Lefforge said, "It is a lot easier
to take one pill at night than it is to
take two or three." Directions for
timed-release medication should be
followed closely, he warned.
Presence of excess acidity in the
body from carbonated beverages or
some fruit or vegetable juices can
effect a medication’s release into the
bloodstream, depending on whether
the drug dissolves in the stomach or
in the intestines.
Effectiveness, cost and
availability of generic label drugs
compared to ones marketed under a
brand name also has been
questioned recently. Almost every
brand name drug has a generic
counterpart and many going by
brand names are simply combinations of generic forms.
Generic drugs are usually, but
not always, cheaper. Minimal advertising may be one reason for a
lower price, but its quality is also a
factor. Drugs require certain additives to give it bulk for easier
handling or to make it more stable,
possibly hampering its potency.
Doctors are not restricted by
law to prescribe either generic or
trade name drugs and a doctor
should know if the generic form is
available for what he is prescribing.
Unless a doctor specifies "no
substitutions," a pharmacist may
fill an order with either type of the
drug. If cost is a factor when getting
a prescription filled, request the
pharmacist to fill it with the
cheapest form available and not
necessarily with the generic form.
Cost of prescriptions may vary
considerably among pharmacies, so
it is likely comparison shopping by
phone will also save you money.
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something to it, but I can’t prove it,"
he said.
Too many variables, including
whether it was simply a short-run
virus to begin with, prevent substantiating claims made about
Vitamin C. he said.
Use of penicillin is another
common misconception. You can
save yourself the cost and pain of an
injection because neither it, nor any
other antibiotic, is effective treatment for a common cold. Antibiotics
kill only bacteria, which is not part
of a cold virus unless it becomes
more complicated, Lefforge said.
The traditional "get plenty of
rest, drink extra fluids and take
something like aspirin" is still the
best advice, Lefforge said.
The rest is to ensure you won’t
get run down. Increasing fluid intake is to offset loss through perspiration caused by a fever often
accompanying a cold. The aspirin or
aspirin substitute reduces fevering
and dulls aches and pains.
"When a doctor says ’take two
aspirins and call me in the morning,’
that is really good advice," Lefforge
said, adding that "grandma’s
chicken soup" remedy may be a
topic of humor, but it’s one way to
increase fluid intake.
For the many people not willing
to let it go at that, several factors
should be considered when buying
prescription and non-prescription
preparations.
For example, you may want to
weigh the convenience of taking
medicine with a combination of
ingredients against the flexibility of
taking single ingredient medicines
separately.
Since not all cold symptoms
occur simultaneously, all the
ingredients in a combination drug
may not be necessary during each of
the various stages of a cold. In addition, people react differently to
drugs and a fixed combination may
not be compatible for some people.
Lefforge said a lot of doctors will
argue in favor of taking medication

spa rtaguide
Notice to all campus clabs
and organizations: To
insure that your message
will appear in Spartaguide
please turn it in by noon at
least one day in advaneee
of your event.
Spring ’80 residence
hall applications for new
residents will be available
in the Housing Office this
week. Call the Housing
Office at 277-2126 for more
information.
Associated Students is
sponsoring voter registration drive this week from II
a.m. to 3 p.m. at table No. 1
in front of the Student
Union. Call Jim Rowen at
277-3201 for more details.

Ski Club will meet
tonight and discuss the
Aspen trip at 7:30 in the Engineering Building, room
132. Call Steve at 998-1097
for more information.

The Society of American Military Engineers
meets today at 3:30 p.m. in
MacQuarrie Hall, room
332. Call John Lockhart at
277-2985 for more information.

Marketing Club is hosting a speaker from Rolm
Corp. tonight at 7:30 in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call
Dan Frey at 733-3128 for
more information.
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InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship is hosting a
speaker tonight at 7 in the
S.U. Almaden Room. Call
Kathie Barron at 288-7375
for further information.

g

4011 SAATA OAS,. ST
(birssirs 9,116 ’Ochs’s)
I9 -66O0

SALE

Rockettes

Nurses’ Christian Fellowship will meet today at
4:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Faculty Student Bible
Montalvo Room. Call
Study Group will hold a
Sharon Guthrie at 227-0373
Bible Study today from
noon to 1 p.m. in the S.U.
Montalvo Room.
SJSU’s Amateur Radio
Club offers a free novice
operator
course today at 7
Greenpeace will have a
meeting today at 2 p.m. in p.m. in the library, Room
the S.U. Almaden Room-A. 406. Call Kenneth Watson
Call Mary Kobsa at 264- at 277-3403 for more details.
4140 for more information.
Career Planning and
Placement will present
"Career Opportunities with
IBM" today at 2 p.m. in the
S.U. Umunhum Room.

COpiES

Alliance
Chicana
meets today at 4 p.m. in the
S.U. Almaden Room-A.
Call Trine Rodriquez at
277-2424 for more information.

El Concilio will hold a
meeting today at 5 p.m. in
the A.S. Council Chambers.
Call Rosa Nieto at 277-2404
for further details.

XEROX

111

NOW $21.00

NOW $15.95
Brooks
Villanoua
reg. $22.95

NOW $15.00
While the supply lasts
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Ihru Saltirdit
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ching, no hospital visit was made
due to the inaccessibility of medical
files.
Greg Smith, newly appointed executive administrator of the facility,
said much of the mistreatment of
residents there has been remedied,
but he conceded many problems still
exist.
"July was .1 time when only one
person was in charge," he said.
"We’ve beefed up the staff 30 percent in the last six weeks."
Smith said although there were
times when no supervisorial staff
was present in the facility, he termed the treatment "excellent."
"The quality of care when I was

first here was excellent and that
level of care has continued under
this administration," he said.
Smith said he had seen the
Department of Social Services inspection files but attributed their
findings to "politics." He said his
opinion was based on remarks from
the staff, residents and the owner.
Smith placed the blame of the
license revocation on the "attitude"
of state licensing officials.
"State licensing officials come
in with an attitude," he said. "They
don’t have too much to go on."
He added that nearly $20,000 is
being invested to upgrade the
facility.

Spill damage disputed
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
A regional manager of the state
Department of Fish and Game
disputed statements by a plant
manager that the recent sewer spill
damage to the San Francisco Bay
could be cleared up within 60-90
days.
While Frank Belick, manager of
the San Jose-Santa Clara treatment
plant said the "beauty of the bay"

might be quickly restored, E.V.
Tosseli of the Fish and Game
Department said that doesn’t tell the
whole story.
"It takes a long time, even
years, for biological productivity
( grass shrimp and other invertebrate organisms Ito get back to
the productivity levels that were
existent before the sewage plant
malfunction," he said.

engineers
Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, one of the
nation’s largest investorowned public utilities, is
looking for:

who are seeking dynamic
careers in the energy business. PGandE recruiters
will be interviewing
graduating seniors on
Please contact your
engineering college
placement office for
information.

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

New York Daily News

20% off

L

-continued from page1
detail accounts of mismanagement
ranging from Kool-aid breakfasts to
residents trading medicines among
themselves.
Other instances of abuse,
alleged by inspectors, include:
Resident files lacking medical
assesments,
Supervisors filing a death notice
with the Social Services Department
nearly one week past the legally
required 48-hour filing period.
Residents stealing, fighting and
smuggling.
One inspection report details a
sequence of events between one
resident and a Milo Arms staff
member.
The July report states a resident
approached the staff member in the
kitchen to report that she was
feeling suicidal. She was told there
was no help available because the
medical records were inaccessible
and the resident could not be taken
to the hospital without that information.
On the previous night, according
to the inspection report, one resident
had attacked another, leaving "a
gaping gash" over the victim’s eye.
Although it appeared to need stit-
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"A sparkling
comedy!"
San Francisco Chronicle

all services with this ad
10% off all products
35 S. 4th. 1 ’2 blk. from SJS
Open 7 days a week. 9 to 9
Walk In Available
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Facility conditions challenged

reg. $42.95

reg. $26.95
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